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APPLICANT'S REPLY TO INTERVENORS' REPLY PRESENTATION
REGARDING THE PROPOSED BLEU PROJECT

Pursuant to the Presiding Officer's Memorandum and Order of April 28, 2004,'

Applicant Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. ("NFS") provides this Reply to the Intervenors'

Reply Presentation regarding the licensing of NFS's proposed Blended Low-Enriched

2Uranium ("BLEU") Project. NFS provides this Reply only to briefly respond to several

arguments that Intervenors raised for the first time in their Reply Presentation.

I. INTERVENOR CLAIMS OF ERROR IN THE NRC STAFF'S
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW ARE MERITLESS

Intervenors' Reply makes several new claims that the NRC Staff's environmental

review of the BLEU Project license amendments and the Staff's and NFS's written

presentations 3 were flawed. NFS responds here to show that Intervenors' claims have no

merit.

X Memorandum and Order (Memorializing Pre-Hearing Conference Determinations) (Apr. 28, 2004) at 2.
2Reply Presentation by State of Franklin Group of the Sierra Club, Friends of the Nolichucky River Valley,
Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, and Tennessee Environmental Council ["Intervenors"]
Regarding U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staffs Failure to Comply with National Environmental
Policy Act in Licensing the Proposed BLEU Project (Feb. 11, 2005) ("Intervenors' Reply").

3Applicant's Written Presentation in Response to Intervenors' Legal and Evidentiary Presentation (Dec.
22,2004) ("NFS Pres."); NRC Staff Response to the Legal and Evidentiary Presentation of the Sierra Club
et al. (Dec. 22,2004).
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A. The NRC's Only NEPA Obligation is to Take a "Hard Look"
at and Describe the BLEU Project and Its Impacts

In several places, Intervenors assert for the first time that the NRC Staffs

Environmental Assessments (EAs) for the BLEU Project were flawed because they

allegedly failed to consider NFS "quantitative risk estimates" and the Integrated Safety

Assessments ("ISAs") performed for the BLEU Project. E. Intervenors' Reply at 2-7;

see also id. at 19-23 (same claim regarding 1999 EA forNFS's facilities and the 1996

DOE programmatic EIS for highly-enriched uranium ("HEU") downblending).

Intervenors' claims are immaterial because the NRC's only obligation under NEPA is to

take a "hard look" at the BLEU Project and describe its environmental impacts. See

Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 350 (1989). The only issue

is whether the EAs for the BLEU Project are accurate, not whether they refer to or rely on

any particular documents. Because Intervenors do not argue that NFS's risk assessments

or ISAs contradict the information in the EAs, their claim shows no error on the part of

the NRC Staff. In fact, the ISAs and NFS risk estimates confirm the conclusions of the

EAs.

B. The Hearing Record Is Part of the NRC's NEPA Record of
Decision

In a similar vein, Intervenors complain that the material that NFS submitted in its

written presentation, including its expert witness declarations, was not previously

"approved by the NRC" or included in the June 2002 EA or the ISA Summaries.

Intervenors' Reply at 17. The complaint is irrelevant. It is well-established that the

NRC's environmental review is supplemented by any hearing record associated with that

review. See, es, Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant),

LBP-01-9, 53 NRC 239, 268, affd CLI-01-11l, 53 NRC 370 (2001) (citing 10 C.F.R. §
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51.34). Thus, the NRC may rely on the record of this hearing, including NFS's and the

Staff s written presentations, to supplement the BLEU Project EAs.

C. NFS and the NRC Staff Have Accurately Assessed the
Potential Likelihood and Consequences of a Criticality
Accident

Intervenors challenge the conclusions of the BLEU Project EAs and NFS's

written presentation that the risk of a possible criticality accident does not amount to a

significant environmental impact by arguing for the first time that NFS's 2001

Supplemental Environmental Report shows that the consequences of a criticality accident

at the site boundary would be "high" as defined by 10 C.F.R. § 70.61. Intervenors Reply

at 10. However, Intervenors' challenge is misplaced. 4

NFS's written presentation assessed the potential consequences of a criticality

accident to both workers and the off-site public, in terms of potential fatalities and

radiation dose, based on the 1999 Tokai-Mura accident in Japan, whose radiological dose

consequences were determined after the accident.5 NFS's presentation showed that the

consequences of a potential accident at NFS would be significantly less severe than those

at Tokai-Mura. Frost/Frazier Decl. at 5. Nevertheless, the dose to the public resulting

from Tokai-Mura was low. Furthermore, as a point of comparison, the total public dose

(-150 person-rem) and the number of fatalities (two workers) was several orders of

4 Intervenors also attack NFS for pointing out that the ISA's assessment of the likelihood of a criticality
accident involving hand-carried containers of HEU is conservative. See Intervenors' Reply at 16. Contrary
to Intervenors' claims, it is permissible in assessing the significance of risk under NEPA to rely on realistic
assumptions rather than the conservative assumptions one might make in demonstrating safety for the
purpose of regulatory compliance. See, M.. Northern States Power Co. (Tyrone Energy Park, Unit 1),
LBP-77-71, 6 NRC 1232, 1241-42 (1977).
5 Declaration of Robert L. Frost and John R. Frazier Regarding Intervenors' Claims of Consequences From
the Tokai-Mura Japan Criticality Accident (Dec. 15, 2004) ("Frost/Frazier Decl.'), cited in. NFS Pres. at 73
et seq. By contrast, the 2001 Supplemental Environmental Report (ER) stated (at 2-5) that the ISAs had
not yet been completed and that thus the ER's consequences assessment was "based on initial analysis of
predicted bounding conditions."
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magnitude lower than the total public dose (106 to 107 person-rem) and number of

fatalities (thousands or tens of thousands) projected for the postulated reactor spent fuel

pool accident at issue in Harris. See NFS Pres. at 81-82. Considering as well the relative

probabilities of accidents at NFS and at the plant in Harris, NFS's presentation clearly

showed that risk from potential criticality accidents at NFS does not amount to a

significant environmental impact. Id. at 83-86.

D. The NRC May Consider Facility Safety Systems in Assessing
the Significance of Accident Risk Under NEPA

Intervenors claim for the first time that only an EIS may contain a discussion of

environmental impact mitigating measures. Intervenors allege that the need for an EIS

arises from NFS's discussion of safety measures associated with the BLEU Project that

were not credited in the ISAs but which in fact make the risk from accidents lower than

what the ISAs alone indicate. Intervenors' Reply at 18. Intervenors' argument is fatally

flawed.

It is correct that EISs require a discussion of impact mitigating measures.

However, in no respect does NEPA require an EA to disregard safety systems associated

with a facility in assessing the significance of accident risk. It is entirely appropriate for

the EA to consider the facility as it is actually designed and will be built and operated.

S, eg., Harris, LBP-01-9, 53 NRC at 253-67 (considering plant safety systems in

evaluating accident probability).

II. NFS AND THE NRC STAFF HAVE NOT DISREGARDED THE
RISK TO WORKERS FROM POTENTIAL ACCIDENTS

Intervenors also assert for the first time that the NRC Staff and NFS have

disregarded the risk to workers from potential accidents. See Intervenors' Reply at 7-10.

As discussed below, Intervenors' claims are simply wrong.
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A. The BLEU Project EAs Describe the Risk to Workers

The BLEU Project EAs describe the risk to workers. The June 2002 EA notes

(and the second and third EAs confirm) that "accidents can potentially impact worker

safety," but it points out that safety controls to be employed with the BLEU Project (and

whose effectiveness are demonstrated in the ISAs) will ensure that operations will be

safe.6

B. NFS's ISAs and Written Presentation Accurately Assess the
Risk to Workers

NFS accurately assessed the risk to workers from possible accidents. Regarding

criticality accidents, NFS's presentation stated that it is aware that they pose a hazard of

"large radiation exposures to workers; in particular, the workers within a few feet of the

accident." Frost/Frazier Decl. at 1 (emphasis added). NFS acknowledged that two

workers-but only two-were killed in the Tokai-Mura accident. Id. at 2. Indeed, that

is why all possible criticality accidents are deemed to be "high" consequence, but all are

rendered at least highly unlikely by facility safety systems. Declaration of Robert L.

Frost at 1-2. Regarding chemical accidents, contrary to Intervenors' allegation,

Intervenors' Reply at 9, NFS's ISAs do separately analyze hazards to workers and

hazards to the public for each accident evaluated and the likelihood of each accident is

appropriately reduced by safety systems as required by 10 C.F.R. § 70.61. See

6 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards, NMSS,

Environmental Assessment for Proposed License Amendments to Special Nuclear Material License No.
SNM-124 Regarding Downblending and Oxide Conversion of Surplus High-Enriched Uranium (June
2002) ("15' EA") at 5-8 to 5-10; see also 68 Fed. Reg. 61,235 (2003) (2nd EA) (confirming results of lV
EA); 69 Fed. Reg. 34,198 (2004) (3rd EA) (same).

7 Thus, Intervenors' suggestion, citing the workforce levels at NFS, that all workers would suffer the same
consequences from an accident as the worker who suffered the worst consequences, see Intervenors' Reply
at 7-8, is clearly baseless. Similarly, regarding chemical accidents, chemical concentration decreases
significantly with distance such that workers not immediately close by a chemical release would experience
significantly less severe consequences than the consequences indicated by the ISAs. See Declaration of
Jennifer K. Wheeler and Carol L. Mason at 4.
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Wheeler/Mason Decl. at 3-4. NFS's emphasis on risk to the public in its written

presentation was to respond to the emphasis of Intervenors' initial presentation and

provide a basis for comparison with the Harris postulated spent fuel pool accident, whose

effects were expressed in terms of "off-site radiological consequences." It was not to

(and it did not) disregard risk to workers.

III. THE NRC STAFF MAY RELY ON PAST ENVIRONMENTAL
REVIEWS TO SUPPORT ITS DECISION NOT TO PREPARE AN
EIS

Finally, Intervenors challenge for the first time NFS's and the NRC's discussion

of how past environmental reviews (the 1996 DOE programmatic EIS and the 1999 NRC

NFS license renewal EA) support the NRC's decision not to prepare an EIS for the

BLEU Project. Intervenor's Reply at 19-23. Intervenors challenges are misplaced.

First, the fact that the ISA Summaries did not exist in 1996 or 1999 (see

Intervenors' Reply at 19) is irrelevant. As discussed in Section L.A above, the only issue

here is whether the environmental review for the BLEU Project is accurate. Aside from

where the information in the 1996 EIS and 1999 EA is superseded by the information in

the ISAs, the fact that they did not rely on the ISAs is irrelevant. In fact, the ISAs

confirmed the results of those earlier environmental reviews. Second, the fact that the

DOE programmatic EIS had a different purpose and used generic data (see id. at 20), is

similarly irrelevant (except where it was superseded by later or site-specific information).

Third, the generic accident probability estimates in the DOE programmatic EIS (se id. at

22 alleging significant risk to workers) are not relevant here because they have in fact

been superseded by the later and facility-specific accident likelihood assessments of the

8 Technical Study of Spent Fuel Pool Accident Risk at Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG-
1738 (Oct. 2000) at 3-28.
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ISAs.9 Fourth, contrary to Intervenors' claims (id. at 23), the 1999 NFS EA can support

the NRC's decision not to prepare an EIS where it contains information relevant to the

BLEU Project (it need not be and neither the NRC Staff nor NFS claimed it to be the sole

support for the decision). Intervenors do not even allege that anything in the 1999 EA is

erroneous so their argument must simply fail on its face.

TV. CONCLUSION

In sum, Intervenors' Reply Presentation fails to show that an EIS is warranted for

the BLEU Project. The NRC Staff has thoroughly assessed the environmental impacts of

the project. Its assessment is further supported by the record in this proceeding. As

shown here and in NFS's and the NRC Staffs written presentations, Intervenors' claims

of significant accident risk are misplaced, based on Intervenors' misinterpretation of the

ISA accident analyses (reading likelihoods as probabilities and conflating 10 C.F.R. Part

70 safety requirements and NEPA requirements) and mischaracterization of the Tokai-

Mura accident data. Therefore, the Presiding Officer should entirely reject Intervenors'

challenge to the NRC Staffs BLEU Project environmental review.10

9The DOE EIS risk values arise from an earthquake accident scenario. See Intervenors' Reply at 22.
However, the ]SA Summary for the BLEU Preparation Facility (dated October 14, 2002, at 1-15) states,
based on a 2001 seismic analysis of the NFS site, that "an earthquake would not be expected to result in
significant consequences compared to 10 CFR 70.61 levels."
° In a February 18,2004 letter to the Presiding Officer transmitting an errata sheet, Intervenors' counsel
reiterated a request for oral argument under 10 C.F.R. § 2.1235. NFS opposes the request on the grounds
that it is unnecessary to create an adequate record. The Commission has stated that "oral presentations
should be necessary only in those rare instances in which the written presentations leave unresolved issues.

." Informal Hearing Procedures for Materials Licensing Adjudications, Final Rule, 54 Fed. Reg. 8269,
8274 (1989) (emphasis added). Here, there is nothing extraordinary about the dispute between the parties.
NFS believes that, after the two filings made by Intervenors and NFS and the one filing made by the NRC
Staff, which included unopposed expert declarations from NFS and the Staff, the existing record is clear
enough for the Presiding Officer to render a decision.
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Respectfully submitted,

Of Counsel:
Neil J. Newman
Vice President and General Counsel
Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

Daryl M. Shapiro
Matias F. Travieso-Diaz
D. Sean Bamett
Timothy J. V. Walsh
SHAW PITTMAN, LLP
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 663-8000
Counsel for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

Dated: February 23, 2005
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing "Applicant's Reply to Intervenors'

Reply Presentation Regarding the Proposed BLEU Project" were served on the persons

listed below by electronic mail or by facsimile and deposit in the U.S. mail, first class,

postage prepaid, this 23rd day of February, 2005.

Administrative Judge
Alan S. Rosenthal, Presiding Officer
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
Mail Stop - T-3 F23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
Fax: 301-415-5599
email: rsnthlgcomcast.net; sam4(Qnrc.gov

Administrative Judge
Richard F. Cole, Special Assistant
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
Mail Stop - T-3 F23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
Fax: 301-415-5599
Email: rfcl (anrc.rov

Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
One White Flint North
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
Fax: 301-415-1101
Email: hearingdocket(nrc.gov
(original and two copies)

Office of Commission Appellate
Adjudication
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Shelly D. Cole, Esq.
Michael A. Woods, Esq.
Marian L. Zobler, Esq.
Office of the General Counsel
Mail Stop: 0-15 D21
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Fax: 301-415-3572
Email: sdcl ~Inrc.gov;

Diane Curran, Esq.
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg & Eisenberg,
L.L.P.
1726 M Street, N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036
Fax: 202-328-6918
Email: dcurranbharmoncurran.com

D. Sean Barnett


